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Introduction 

The Workshop on Patent and Scientific Literature Translation (PSLT) succeeded in 

2015 the series of Workshops on Patent Translation that had been held biennially from 

2005 to 2013 as parts of Machine Translation Summits X to XIV. The series of 

Workshops on Patent Translation had focused on the translation  of  patent 

information,  which  is  one  of  the  major  application  areas  of machine translation. 

Scientific articles are also important and represent a particular target for machine 

translation because they are similar to patent documents in that they use many technical 

terms and require relatively strict writing styles. Therefore, we decided in 2015 to 

expand the scope of the workshop to include the translation of scientific literature such 

as patent documents, scientific articles, and technical reports. 

This year’s workshop features three invited talks from various standpoints: two by users 

(Bruno  Pouliquen,  World  Intellectual  Property  Organization,  and  Masa Kajiki,  MK 

Translation Firm), one by  a developer/a researcher  (Andrew Finch, Apple Inc.). They 

cover various topics: both European and Asian language translation, and both practical 

use of MT systems and new challenges for advanced MT systems. Thus, the invited 

talks as a whole provide a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art patent and 

scientific literature translation. The workshop also accepted three contributed papers 

that deal with interesting topics including the untranslated content in neural machine 

translation, automatic extension of bilingual dictionary, and improving patent machine 

translation with linguistic resources. We have organized these three invited talks and 

three contributed papers into three sessions. We hope that the workshop will contribute 

to advances in machine translation and its application to patent and scientific literature. 

We express our sincere appreciation to the invited speakers and the authors of the 

contributed papers as well as the Program Committee members and the MT Summit XV 

Workshop Chair. 

Co-chairs of the Program Committee of the 7th Workshop on 

Patent and Scientific Literature Translation 

Takehito Utsuro 

Katsuhito Sudoh 
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WIPO Translate: Patent Neural Machine Trans-

lation publicly available in 10 languages  

Bruno Pouliquen bruno.pouliquen@wipo.int 
World Intellectual Property Organization, Geneva, 1200, Switzerland 

Abstract 

The invited talk concentrates on recent developments in WIPO Translate. We will notably 

highlight our experience in using Neural Machine Translation (NMT) in production on PA-

TENTSCOPE since September 2016. We describe the training and decoding pipeline, a first 

quality evaluation experiment (comparing automatic metrics with publically available 

commercial tools and the impact on post edition) and will demonstrate the use of NMT on 

fast GPU servers (publically available in 10 languages from September 2017). 

Bibliography 

Bruno Pouliquen is a senior software engineer specialized in machine translation.  

He has been working at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in Geneva since 

2009 where he is in charge of exploring and building patent machine translation software.  

He has a PhD in computer science from the Faculty of Rennes, France, obtained in 2002. He 

worked for 10 years in a university hospital, where he developed text mining techniques in the 

medical domain.  

Bruno later specialized in multilingual text mining in the Joint Research Centre of the Euro-

pean Commission, Italy, 2001-2009, where he developed the “NewsExplorer” portal, offering 

an innovative, unsupervised navigator across News in multiple languages (Per-

son/organization/place names, topics …). 

He now works on statistical machine translation and has recently began to implement Neural 

Machine Translation (NMT) approaches focusing on building automatic machine translation 

tools based on open source software (Moses, Nematus, Amunmt, Marian) and working with 

10+ languages. 

He has published more than 50 scientific papers in the computational linguistic domain. Bru-

no’s current position at WIPO includes exploring Statistical and Neural Machine Translation 

applied to the patent domain and providing access to multilingual patent information through 

the PATENTSCOPE search engine. 

The software that he developed in WIPO is now installed and used in the United Nations, and 

in various United Nations agencies (ITU, IMO, FAO), as well as in patent offices (Eurasian 

Patent Office, Moscow). He speaks fluent French, English and Italian, has a working level 

knowledge of German, and a reasonable conversation level of Hindi, Spanish and Breton. 

1. WIPO Translate

WIPO has invested in building its own tool called “WIPO Translate”, based on open source 

tools (previously “Moses”
1
, recently “Nematus

2
 /Amunmt

3
” and most recently “Marian

3
”). 

1 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ 
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Patent documents can be complex and translating them even more so. WIPO Translate is a 

world-leading instant translation tool, specially designed for patent documents.  

 

In WIPO Translate, we prioritize machine learning approaches where we try to create transla-

tion models learning from the data. The final goal is always to provide the best MT in produc-

tion in term of quality (quality should be competitive compared to commercial tools), effi-

ciency (we target quick translations, less than two seconds for one sentence) and scalability 

(we train our translation models on world class data
4
). 

 

2. Neural Machine Translation 

Neural machine translation is an emerging technology. It is based on huge neural network 

models that “learn” from previously translated sentences. The specificity of neural machine 

translation (compared to previous “phrase-based” statistical machine translation - PBSMT) is 

that it produces a more natural word order, with particular improvements seen in so-called 

distant language pairs, like Japanese-English or Chinese-English. However, both automatic 

and human evaluation proved that, for patent texts, the quality improvements is also high in 

other language pairs such as English-French.  

In a recent test, WIPO Translate’s neural-based machine translation service substan-

tially out-performed both the previous statistical-based model, as well as other non-WIPO 

translation services (namely “Google translate”). Since this WIPO tool is trained and focused 

uniquely on patent documents, instead of a more disparate array of texts, it gives higher-

quality renderings. 

WIPO created its own software, based on open-source software and libraries (Nematus 

– Theano, AmuNMT, Marian), and capitalized on in-house expertise in handling large da-

tasets. WIPO was an early adopter of this new technology and published its own NMT model 

(Chinese-English) in September 2016. 

3. Demonstration 

WIPO Translate is free of charge and publically available at https://patentscope.wipo.int/  

translate and is integrated into the PATENTSCOPE search engine at 

https://patentscope.wipo.int. 

4. Evaluation 

Automatic evaluation: Using BLEU score 

Between August 2016 and January 2017 we compared WIPO phrase-based SMT and Neural 

MT for Chinese, Japanese, Korean and French. We used patent applications recently pub-

lished (only title and abstracts) and submitted to four different engines: WIPO PBSMT 

(phrase-based smt, the previous model trained on Moses), WIPO NMT (the new neural mod-

                                                                                                                                          
2 https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/nematus 
3 https://marian-nmt.github.io/ 
4 We build huge training sets using priorities of patent applications submitted in different offices (e.g. 

US and Japan), we then automatically align sentences, this technique allows creating tens of million 

parallel sentences. See first column on Table 1.  
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els), Google translate (submitted in August 2016, therefore when Google was still using 

phrase based SMT) and GNMT (Google translate after they switched to Neural MT). 

 

Language pair 

Training data size 
WIPO Translate 

Google Trans-
late 

# Sentences 
(million) 

  # English 
words 

(million) 

WIPO 
PBSMT 

WIPO 
NMT 

Google 
translate 
(PBSMT) 

GNMT 

EnglishChinese 62M 1872M 28.57 39.14 20.55 31.06 
JapaneseEnglish 112M 4000M 24.82 36.47 25.05 30.75 
EnglishJapanese 112M 4000M 30.54 47.31 n/a 42.93 
EnglishKorean 44M 1480M 26.11 39.20 22.98 32.65 
EnglishFrench 18M 488M 51.70 62.42 49.58 55.19 

Table 1: Comparison of BLEU scores between PBSMT/NMT for WIPO Translate and for Google 

Translate  

Automatic evaluation: using TER on post editions 

We trained two translation models: one PBSMT (using Moses) one NMT (using Nematus). 

The same training data was fed to build the two models (18 Million sentences, 488 Million 

words).  

We then asked translators to post-edit English  French MT output. During a first pe-

riod the MT was PBSMT and the average TER (on 53000 sentences) was 0.31 (a translator 

had to change close to one third of the words in the MT sentence). During a second phase, the 

MT was the NMT model and the average TER (on a different set containing also 53000 sen-

tences) was 0.25 (a translator had to change about one quarter of the words in the MT sen-

tence). This experiment tends to show that NMT produces better translation than PBSMT 

(which confirms the BLEU score difference we observed - 62.42 compared to 51.70 – see 

Table 1). 

 

 
 WIPO PBSMT WIPO NMT 

# sentences 53000 53000 
# words 2338301 2261251 
Period 12/Jun/2017 - 08/Jul/2017 10/Jul/2017 – 17/Aug/2017 
TER 0.31 0.25 

Table 2: Translation Error Rate between MT output and post-edition, EnglishFrench patent 

title&abstract translation, comparison between two experiments (NMT/PBSMT) 
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User access statistics 

We keep statistics on the average number of characters translated with WIPO Translate on 

PATENTSCOPE. The increase is perceptible before and after the introduction of NMT on our 

Chinese WIPO Translate, which tends to prove that PATENTSCOPE users appreciate the 

new system. 

 
 

Figure 1: WIPO Translate usage statistics (Chinese-English only): number of translated character 

per week, January-2016 – August 2017 

Conclusion 

WIPO is an early adopter of the new NMT technology, it requires new skills, new hardware 

and new developments. However practical use of NMT is affordable and the quality im-

provement of NMT compared to previous PBSMT is quite remarkable and competitive with 

other commercial tools (provided that we train and translate “in-domain” texts). 

We have to continue experimenting with various settings to create our NMT models: it in-

cludes (1) domain adaptation (feeding the model with “domain” information that depends on 

the IPC of the patent application, feeding the model with some information about the publica-

tion date…) (2) finding the right NMT parameters (3) improving the speed (both for training 

and translating).   

Acknowledgement 

WIPO is especially thankful to the immense contribution from Marcin Junczys-Dowmunt and 

his open-source Marian. Switching to NMT so early would have never been possible without 

him.  

References 

Various related publications are listed at the end of document: 

http://patentscope.wipo.int/translate/wtapta-user-manual-en.pdf 
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Neural Machine Translation and Patent Trans-

lation from LSP Perspective 

Masa Kajiki kajiki@mktranslaktionfirm.com 

 

Abstract 

Five descriptions of Neural Machine Translation from a translation company (LSP) per-

spective in the following order: 

1) Description of the service (Hybrid Translation) based on neural machine translation. 

2) How much faster the translation has become and the amount of editing needed for trans-

lations. 

3) Problems regarding implementation of neural machine translation. 

4) Possibility of Neural Machine Translation dramatically changing the business of trans-

lation companies. 

5) Description of the company’s direction to end human translation by 2018 and utilize 

machine translation for all projects starting from 2019. 

1. Introduction 

According to some Internet news article, translation is an industry likely to disappear in the 

future. We will truly disappear if we continue translating in a conventional way. We cannot 

just stand and watch this happen. Just then, usage of Neural Machine Translation was per-

mitted for commercial use for private translation companies. At this time, we decided to start 

a service utilizing the Neural Machine Translation. We have come up with a Hybrid Trans-

lation, which is a new service combining Neural Machine Translation, a cloud translation 

system and a post editor. 

2. Conclusion 

1. It is not difficult to increase productivity by 20%. 

2. We cannot provide a service as a translation company with Neural Machine Translation 

alone. 

3. Always requires post editing. 
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4. We cannot provide the service with machine translation alone. Requires a translation edi-

tor. 

5. It is better to have past translation resource such as a translation memory than Neural 

Machine Translation alone. 

6. Reguires strong translation skill in the first place. 

7. Productivity will further improve if it is in an area of expertise. 

3. Plans for the Future 

Timeline: 

 During 2018: Explain to the client, post editor training, selection of machine translation, 

constructing an in-house server, start implementing AI. 

 December 31, 2018: End Hybrid Translation, stop human translation 

 January 1, 2019: start service combining machine translation (machine), artificial 

intelligence (algorithm), a post editor (human), and a cloud translation system (system)  

 

Details for the Future: 

Human translation was performed in addition to hybrid translation, but we will discontinue 

both services as of December 31, 2017. From January 2018, we will start providing "MT-

based Patent Translation (tentative name)", in which machine translation is implemented as 

a rough translation for all projects (starting from JP to EN and EN to JP). From this, human 

translation will end. Human translators will be involved in translation work from the post 

editing stage. In 2018, we will be describing our thoughts to our existing clients. At the same 

time, we will be training post editors. The implementation of machine translation will mean 

completely changing how we work and changing our attitude toward work. We strive to start 

the service before a larger company starts the service. Various services besides machine 

translation are being created. We intend to combine these new services to create a new 

service. Just by releasing a press release related to hybrid translation and MT-based patent 

translation led to being asked to submit an article to a journal, be a lecturer at a seminar, and 

a panelist. I would say we were able to catch the attention of many. Through these seminars 

and events, I hope that our clients can better understand our service and deepen the 

understanding of machine translation. We have some relationship with translation system 

development companies, but not with a machine translation development company, so I look 

forward to deepening the relationship in the future. 
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Statistical and Neural Models for Transliteration 

Andrew	Finch	 andrew_finch@apple.com	
Apple	Inc.,	1	Infinite	Loop,	Cupertino,	CA,	950141	
	
	

Abstract 

This presentation summarizes the evolution of a machine transliteration system. The task of 
transliteration generation is a sequence-to-sequence transduction task that can be ap-
proached using techniques from the field of machine translation. In early work, we pro-
posed a transliteration generation method based on applying phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation directly. This model was incrementally improved using better alignment 
models and bidirectional decoding. In later work, additional models were integrated into the 
log-linear framework including, bilingual language models, neural language models and 
neural sequence-to-sequence models. The most recent system, an end-to-end neural model 
with bidirectional decoding has produced state-of-the-art performance on both translitera-
tion and grapheme-to-phoneme conversion tasks. 

1. Statistical Models of Transliteration 

1.1. Transliteration Generation 

The task of transliteration generation can be defined as the transduction from a sequence of 
characters in one script into a sequence of characters in another script. Usually this process 
preserves the phonetics of the source sequence as closely as possible. It can be viewed as a 
process of (usually monotonic) translation from one script into another. Finch and Sumita 
(2008) and Rama and Gali (2009) proposed methods for applying phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation directly to the task. The model of Finch and Sumita was later enhanced by 
improving the alignment model, adding a bilingual joint source-channel model based on the 
improved alignment, and performing target bidirectional decoding.  

1.2. Stochastic Block Edit Distance 

The transduction process for transliteration generation can also be modeled by a stochastic 
edit model. Finch and Sumita (2010) extended the traditional stochastic edit distance model to 
a stochastic block edit distance model capable of block (many-to-many character sequence 
pair) edits.  A non-parametric Bayesian model was proposed that provided a way to learn a 
joint source channel model (Li et al., 2004) while overcoming the problem of overfitting. Tra-
ditional approaches tend to overfit by assigning high probability mass to large blocks; the 
introduction of a prior dependent on sequence length allieviated this problem, allowing a 
many-to-many alignment to be learned. Based on the alignment from this technique, a joint 
source channel model was introduced into the set of models in the log-linear combination of a 
phase-based machine transliteration system producing substantial gains over the phrase-based 
sytem which it extends (Finch et al., 2011). 
                                                
1 All of the work presented here is the result of research carried out at the Advanced Telecommunica-
tions Research Institute International (ATR) and the National Institute of Information and Communica-
tions Technology (NICT), in Japan.  
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1.3. Transliteration Mining 

The stochastic block edit distance model was also extended for the task of transliteration min-
ing (the task of discriminating between genuine transliteration pairs and noise). An explicit 
noise model was incorporated into the non-parametric Bayesian aligner of Finch and Sumita 
(2010) allowing the model to jointly generate both transliteration and noise data (Htun et al., 
2012). The model accurately iteratively partitions a set of noisy transliteration data into clean 
data and noise, while simultaneously learning a stochastic block edit model on the clean data. 

2. Neural Models of Transliteration 

Initially only neural RNN langauge models were introduced into the phrase-based system; 
these were a neural target grapheme sequence model, and a neural joint source channel model 
(Finch et al., 2012). Later, a neural sequence-to-sequence model was also added leading to 
large improvements (Finch et al., 2015). Finally, an end-to-end neural model with target bidi-
rectional decoding was proposed that set new state-of-the-art performance benchmarks on 
most tasks in the NEWS2016 shared evaluation (Finch et al., 2016).   

References 
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Effect on Reducing Untranslated Content
by Neural Machine Translation

with a Large Vocabulary of Technical Terms

Ryuichiro Kimura
Zi Long
Takehito Utsuro
Grad. Sc. Sys. & Inf. Eng., University of Tsukuba, tsukuba, 305-8573, Japan

Tomoharu Mitsuhashi
Japan Patent Information Organization, 4-1-7, Tokyo, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 135-0016, Japan

Mikio Yamamoto
Grad. Sc. Sys. & Inf. Eng., University of Tsukuba, tsukuba, 305-8573, Japan

Abstract
Neural machine translation (NMT), a new approach to machine translation, has achieved
promising results comparable to those of traditional approaches such as statistical machine
translation (SMT). Despite its recent success, NMT cannot handle a larger vocabulary because
the training complexity and decoding complexity proportionally increase with the number of
target words. This problem becomes even more serious when translating patent documents,
which contain many technical terms that are observed infrequently. Long et al. (2016) pro-
posed a method that enables NMT to translate patent sentences comprising a large vocabulary
of technical terms. The proposed NMT system is trained on bilingual data wherein technical
terms are replaced with technical term tokens; this allows it to translate most of the source
sentences except technical terms. The selected phrases are then replaced with tokens during
training and post-translated by the phrase translation table of SMT. Based on the discussion as
well as experimental evaluation results reported in Long et al. (2016), this paper further studies
the effect of the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model with respect
to reducing untranslated content. The issue of untranslated content is among those most impor-
tant problems of NMT. This paper employs the back translation probability which is proposed
by Goto and Tanaka (2017) to apply to the task of detecting untranslated content in NMT.
Then, we show the evaluation results of both predicting untranslated contents and of manually
counting the numbers of words in the input Japanese sentences untranslated into English in the
task of Japanese to English NMT, where the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by
the SMT model outperforms the baseline NMT model.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT), a new approach to solvingmachine translation, has achieved
promising results (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014; Jean et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom, 2013; Luong et al., 2015a,b; Sutskever et al., 2014). An NMT system builds a sim-
ple large neural network that reads the entire input source sentence and generates an output
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translation. The entire neural network is jointly trained to maximize the conditional probability
of the correct translation of a source sentence with a bilingual corpus. Although NMT offers
many advantages over traditional phrase-based approaches, such as a small memory footprint
and simple decoder implementation, conventional NMT is limited when it comes to larger vo-
cabularies. This is because the training complexity and decoding complexity proportionally
increase with the number of target words. Words that are out of vocabulary are represented by
a single “〈unk〉” token in translations. The problem becomes more serious when translating
patent documents, which contain several newly introduced technical terms.

There have been a number of related studies that address the vocabulary limitation of
NMT systems. Jean et al. (2014) provided an efficient approximation to the softmax function
to accommodate a very large vocabulary in an NMT system. Luong et al. (2015b) proposed
annotating the occurrences of the out-of-vocabulary token in the target sentence with positional
information to track its alignments, after which they replace the tokens with their translations
using simple word dictionary lookup or identity copy. Li et al. (2016) proposed replacing out-
of-vocabulary words with similar in-vocabulary words based on a similarity model learnt from
monolingual data. Sennrich et al. (2016) introduced an effective approach based on encoding
rare and out-of-vocabulary words as sequences of subword units. Luong and Manning (2016)
provided a character-level and word-level hybrid NMT model to achieve an open vocabulary,
and Costa-Jussà and Fonollosa (2016) proposed an NMT system that uses character-based em-
beddings.

However, these previous approaches have limitations when translating patent sentences.
This is because their methods only focus on addressing the problem of out-of-vocabulary words
even though the words are parts of technical terms. It is obvious that a technical term should
be considered as one word that comprises components that always have different meanings and
translations when they are used alone. To address this problem, Long et al. (2016) proposed
extracting compound nouns as technical terms and replacing them with tokens. These com-
pound nouns then are post-translated with the phrase translation table of the statistical machine
translation (SMT) system. Based on the discussion as well as experimental evaluation results
reported in Long et al. (2016), this paper further studies the effect of the proposed NMT model
with phrase translation by the SMT model with respect to reducing untranslated content. The
issue of untranslated content is among those most important problems of NMT. This paper em-
ploys the back translation probability which is proposed by Goto and Tanaka (2017) to apply
to the task of detecting untranslated content in NMT. Then, we show the evaluation results of
both predicting untranslated contents and of manually counting the numbers of words words in
the input Japanese sentences untranslated into English in the task of Japanese to English NMT,
where the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model outperforms the
baseline NMT model.

2 Neural Machine Translation

NMT uses a single neural network trained jointly to maximize the translation performance
(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Luong et al.,
2015a; Sutskever et al., 2014). Given a source sentence x = (x 1, . . . , xN ) and target sen-
tence y = (y1, . . . , yM ), an NMT model uses a neural network to parameterize the conditional
distributions

p(yz | y<z, x)
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for 1 ≤ z ≤ M . Consequently, it becomes possible to compute and maximize the log probabil-
ity of the target sentence given the source sentence as

log p(y | x) =
M∑

l=1

log p(yz|y<z, x)

In this paper, we use an NMT model similar to that used by Bahdanau et al. (2015), which
consists of an encoder of a bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) and another LSTM as decoder. In the model of Bahdanau et al. (2015),
the encoder consists of forward and backward LSTMs. The forward LSTM reads the source
sentence as it is ordered (from x1 to xN ) and calculates a sequence of forward hidden states,
while the backward LSTM reads the source sentence in the reverse order (from x N to x1) ,
resulting in a sequence of backward hidden states. The decoder then predicts target words using
not only a recurrent hidden state and the previously predicted word but also a context vector as
followings:

p(yz | y<z, x) = g(yz−1, sz−1, cz)

where sz−1 is an LSTM hidden state of decoder, and cz is a context vector computed from both
of the forward hidden states and backward hidden states, for 1 ≤ z ≤ M .

3 Aligning Phrase Pairs by SMT Translation Model

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of the training model with parallel patent sentence pairs in
which phrase pairs are replaced with phrase token pairs 〈T s

1 , T t
1〉, 〈T s

2 , T t
2〉, and so on.

In the step 1 of Figure 1, we align the Japanese technical terms, which are automatically
extracted from the Japanese sentences, with their English translations in the English sentences. 1
Here, we introduce the following two steps to identify technical term pairs in the bilingual
Japanese-English corpus:

1. According to the approach proposed by Dong et al. (2015), we identify Japanese-English
technical term pairs using an SMT phrase translation table. Given a parallel sentence
pair 〈Ss, St〉 containing a Japanese technical term ts, the English translation candidates
collected from the phrase translation table are matched against the English sentence S t of
the parallel sentence pair. Of those found in Ss, tt with the largest translation probability
P (tt | ts) is selected, and the bilingual technical term pair 〈ts, tt〉 is identified.

2. For the Japanese technical terms whose English translations are not included in the results
of Step 1, we then use an approach based on SMT word alignment. Given a parallel sen-
tence pair 〈Ss, St〉 containing a Japanese technical term ts, a sequence of English words is
selected using SMT word alignment, and we use the English translation t t for the Japanese
technical term ts.2

1In this work, we approximately regard all the Japanese compound nouns as Japanese technical terms. These
Japanese compound nouns are automatically extracted by simply concatenating a sequence of morphemes whose parts
of speech are either nouns, prefixes, suffixes, unknown words, numbers, or alphabetical characters. Here, morpheme
sequences starting or ending with certain prefixes are inappropriate as Japanese technical terms and are excluded. The
sequences that include symbols or numbers are also excluded. In English side, on the other hand, we regard English
translations of extracted Japanese compound nouns as English technical terms, where we do not regard other English
phrases as technical terms.

2We discard discontinuous sequences and only use continuous ones.
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Figure 1: NMT training after replacing phrase pairs with token pairs 〈T s
i , T t

i 〉 (i = 1, 2, . . .)

4 NMT with a Large Phrase Vocabulary

In this work, the NMT model is trained on a bilingual corpus in which phrase pairs are replaced
with tokens. The NMT system is then used as a decoder to translate the source sentences and
replace the tokens with phrases translated using SMT.

4.1 NMT Training after Replacing Phrase Pairs with Tokens
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for training the model with parallel patent sentence pairs in
which phrase pairs are replaced with phrase token pairs 〈T s

1 , T t
1〉, 〈T s

2 , T t
2〉, and so on.

In the step 1 of Figure 1, each source-target phrase pair, whose Japanese side is regarded
as a compound noun, is aligned as described in Section 3. As shown in the step 2 of Fig-
ure 1, in each of the parallel patent sentence pairs, occurrences of phrase pairs 〈t s

1, t
t
1〉, 〈ts2, tt2〉,

. . ., 〈tsk, ttk〉 are then replaced with token pairs 〈T s
1 , T t

1〉, 〈T s
2 , T t

2〉, . . ., 〈T s
k , T t

k〉. Phrase pairs
〈ts1, tt1〉, 〈ts2, tt2〉, . . ., 〈tsk, ttk〉 are numbered in the order of occurrence of the source phrases t s

1

(i = 1, 2, . . . , k) in each source sentence Ss. Here note that in all the parallel sentence pairs
〈Ss, St〉, the tokens pairs 〈T s

1 , T t
1〉, 〈T s

2 , T t
2〉, . . . that are identical throughout all the parallel

sentence pairs are used in this procedure. Therefore, for example, in all the source patent sen-
tences Ss, the phrase ts

1 which appears earlier than other phrases in Ss is replaced with T s
1 . We

then train the NMTmodel on a bilingual corpus, in which the phrase pairs are replaced by token
pairs 〈T s

i , T t
i 〉 (i = 1, 2, . . .), and obtain an NMT model in which the phrases are represented

as tokens.3

4.2 NMT Decoding and SMT Phrase Translation
Figure 2 illustrates the procedure for producing target translations by decoding the input source
sentence using the method proposed in this paper.

In the step 1 of Figure 2, when given an input source sentence, we first generate its trans-
lation by decoding of SMT translation model. Next, as shown in the step 2 of Figure 2, we

3We treat the NMT system as a black box, and the strategy we present in this paper could be applied to any NMT
system (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Luong et al., 2015a; Sutskever et al.,
2014).
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Figure 2: NMT decoding with tokens “T s
i ” (i = 1, 2, . . .) and the SMT phrase translation

automatically extract the phrase pairs whose Japanese sides are regarded as compound nouns
according to the procedure of Section 3. Extracted phrase pairs are replaced with phrase token
pairs 〈T s

i , T t
i 〉 (i = 1, 2, . . .). Consequently, we have an input sentence in which the tokens

“T s
i ” (i = 1, 2, . . .) represent the positions of the phrases and a list of SMT phrase translations

of extracted Japanese phrases. Next, as shown in the step 3 of Figure 2, the source Japanese
sentence with tokens is translated using the NMT model trained according to the procedure de-
scribed in Section 4.1. Finally, in the step 4, we replace the tokens “T t

i ” (i = 1, 2, . . .) of the
target sentence translation with the phrase translations of the SMT.

5 Resource and Evaluation Procedures

5.1 Patent Documents

Japanese-English patent documents are provided in the NTCIR-7 workshop (Fujii et al., 2008),
which are collected from the 10 years of unexamined Japanese patent applications published
by the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the 10 years patent grant data published by the U.S.
Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) in 1993-2000. The numbers of documents are approx-
imately 3,500,000 for Japanese and 1,300,000 for English. From these document sets, patent
families are automatically extracted and the fields of “Background of the Invention” and “De-
tailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments” are selected. Then, the method of Utiyama
and Isahara (2007) is applied to the text of those fields, and Japanese and English sentences
are aligned. The Japanese sentences were segmented into a sequence of morphemes using the
Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab4 with the morpheme lexicon IPAdic. In this study,
out of the provided 1.8M Japanese-English parallel sentences, 1.1M parallel sentences whose
Japanese sentences contain fewer than 40 morphemes and English sentences contain fewer than
40 words are used.
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Table 1: Statistics of datasets
training set validation set test set

Japanese-English 1,167,198 1,000 1,000

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results (BLEU)
System ja→ en
Baseline SMT (Koehn et al., 2007) 32.3
Baseline NMT 38.2
NMT with phrase translation by SMT 39.8

5.2 Training and Test Sets
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed NMT model at translating parallel patent sen-
tences described in Section 5.1. Among the selected parallel sentence pairs, we randomly ex-
tracted 1,000 sentence pairs for the test set and 1,000 sentence pairs for the validation set; the
remaining sentence pairs were used for the training set. Table 1 shows statistics of the dataset.

From the Japanese-English sentence pairs of the training set, we collected 2,785,108 occur-
rences of Japanese-English phrase pairs, which are 704,346 types of phrase pairs with unique
422,269 types of Japanese phrases and 511,633 unique types of English phrases. Within the
total 1,000 Japanese patent sentences in the Japanese-English test set, 2,539 occurrences of
Japanese phrases were extracted, which correspond to 2,171 types.

5.3 Training Details
For the training of the SMT model, including the word alignment and the phrase translation
table, we used Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), a toolkit for phrase-based SMT models. We trained
the SMT model on the training set and tuned it with the validation set.

For the training of the NMT model, our training procedure and hyperparameter choices
were similar to those of Bahdanau et al. (2015). The encoder consists of forward and backward
deep LSTM neural networks each consisting of three layers, with 256 cells in each layer. The
decoder is a three-layer deep LSTM with 256 cells in each layer. Both the source vocabulary
and the target vocabulary are limited to the 40K most-frequently used morphemes / words in
the training set. The size of the word embedding was set to 256. We ensured that all sentences
in a minibatch were roughly the same length. Further training details are given below: (1)
We set the size of a minibatch to 128. (2) All of the LSTM’s parameter were initialized with
a uniform distribution ranging between -0.06 and 0.06. (3) We used the stochastic gradient
descent, beginning at a fixed learning rate of 1. We trained our model for a total of 10 epochs,
and we began to halve the learning rate every epoch after the first seven epochs. (4) Similar
to Sutskever et al. (2014), we rescaled the normalized gradient to ensure that its norm does not
exceed 5. We trained the NMT model on the training set. The training time was around two
days when using the described parameters on a 1-GPU machine.

We compute the branching entropy using the frequency statistics from the training set.

6 Evaluation Results with BLEU

In this work, we calculated automatic evaluation scores for the translation results using a popular
metrics called BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). As shown in Table 2, we report the evaluation

4http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
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Figure 3: An example of correct translations produced by the proposed NMT model when
addressing the problem of out-of-vocabulary words (Japanese-to-English)

scores, using the translations byMoses (Koehn et al., 2007) as the baseline SMT and the scores
using the translations produced by the baseline NMT system without our proposed approach
as the baseline NMT. As shown in Table 2, the BLEU score obtained by the proposed NMT
model is clearly higher than those of the baselines. When compared with the baseline SMT, the
performance gains of the proposed system are approximately 7.5 BLEU points. When compared
with the result of the baseline NMT, the proposed NMT model achieved performance gains of
1.6 BLEU points. Those evaluation details including other language pairs Japanese to Chinese,
Chinese to Japanese, and English to Japanese are reported in Long et al. (2016, 2017). It is
also important to note that we evaluate whether the phrase tokens are translated from the source
sentences to the target sentences in the step 3 of Figure 2, without being missed during phrase
token translation by the proposed NMT model. In this evaluation, the proposed NMT model
achieved to miss no phrase token during the proposed NMT procedure.

Figure 3 compares an example of correct translations produced by the proposed system
with those produced by the baseline NMT.

7 Effect on Reducing Untranslated Content

7.1 Predicting Untranslated Content
Goto and Tanaka (2017) proposed methods of detecting untranslated content within a frame-
work of neural machine translation as well as that of improving translation evaluation results
in terms of BLEU by reranking based on translation scores which are designed to minimize
untranslated content. Two types of probabilities are studied in the task of detecting untranslated
content, out of which we employed the back translation probability. More specifically, we eval-
uate the back translation probabilities of translation by both the baseline NMT model as well
as the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model. Then, we show that
we achieve improvement in terms of the results of predicting untranslated content based on the
back translation probabilities.

7.1.1 Back Translation Probability
The back translation BT is defined as the forced decoding from an MT output to its input
sentence. When the content of a source word is missing in the MT output, the BT probability
of the source word is expected to be small. This expectation is used as a clue for predicting
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Table 3: Evaluation Results of Predicting Untranslated Contents (for the test set)
(a) Back translation ratio score BT-R averaged over the test set

System ja→ en
Baseline NMT 16.3
NMT with phrase translation by SMT 14.0

(b) Distribution of the difference of back translation ratio score between the proposed NMT with phrase translation by
SMT and the baseline NMT (BT-R(�, �d)− BT-R(�, ��d)) (%) (over the test set)

< 0 > 0
<−20−20∼−10−10∼−5−5∼−1−1∼0 0 ∼ 1 1 ∼ 5 5 ∼ 10 10 ∼ 20 > 20
4.9 8.4 12.3 19.1 12.9 12.9 14.8 8.0 4.4 2.3

57.6 42.4

untranslated content. A BT probability score (BT-P) bd
j based on the BT probability of an input

word xj (1 ≤ j ≤ N) from an n-best MT output yd (1 ≤ d ≤ n) is given as below:

bd
j = − log p(xj |x<j , y

d)

For both of the MT outputs produced by the baseline NMTmodel as well as the proposed NMT
model with phrase translation by the SMT model, this probability is calculated based on the
baseline NMTmodel presented in section 2, while the NMTmodel is trained in the direction of
English to Japanese translation with the training set without phrase tokens.

In this BT probability formalization, the following assumption of the “existence of trans-
lations” is employed:

Assumption: Existence of translations The translation of an arbitrary input word x j (1 ≤
j ≤ N) exists somewhere in the n-best outputs yd (1 ≤ d ≤ n), except when xj does not
inherently correspond to any target words.

and accordingly, min
1≤d′≤n

bd′
j is assumed to be the score of an output that contains the content of

xj simply because it is assumed that the n-best output with the minimum score is most likely to
contain the content of xj . Then, as a score of missing the content of xj from yd, a score based
on a probability ratio is introduced and the BT ratio score (BT-R) q d

j is defined below:

qd
j = bd

j − min
1≤d′≤n

bd′
j

which is the difference of the BT probability score of the output and that of the n-best output
with the minimum score, being assumed to contain the content of x j Finally, by summing this
score across all the input words within the whole source sentence x = (x1, . . . , xN ), the BT
ratio score (BT-R) of the MT output yd for the source sentence x is obtained below:

BT-R(x, yd) =
∑

j

qd
j

7.1.2 Prediction Results
We measured the back translation ratio score BT-R for the test set, averaged over the test set
for both the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model and the baseline
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Table 4: Manual Evaluation Results on the Numbers of Words in the Input Japanese Sentences
Untranslated into English (for the 100 test sentences)

(a) Numbers of words in the input Japanese sentences untranslated
into English

System ja→ en
Baseline NMT 73
NMT with phrase translation by SMT 51

(b) Distribution of the numbers of untranslated words (%)

numbers of untranslated words
System 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ≥ 10
Baseline NMT 64 24 6 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
NMT with phrase
translation by SMT 74 14 4 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0

model as shown in Table 3. As can be seen from this result, the proposed NMT model with
phrase translation by the SMT model achieves the BT-R score lower than that of the baseline
NMT model. This result shows that the BT-R score predicts less untranslated content within
those MT outputs by the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model than
those by the baseline NMT model.

Next, for each test sentence x within the test set, we measure the difference of the BT-R
score between the proposed NMT with phrase translation by the SMT model and the baseline
NMTmodel as belowwhere BT-R(x, yd) and BT-R(x, y′d) are the BT-R scores of the proposed
NMT with phrase translation by the SMT model and the baseline NMT model, respectively:

BT-R(x, yd)− BT-R(x, y′d)

The distribution of those differences over the test set is shown in Table 3, where, for 57.6%
of the test set, the BT-R score of the MT outputs by the proposed NMT model with phrase
translation by the SMT model is smaller than that of the MT outputs by the baseline NMT
model. Out of those 57.6% test sentences, 25.6% have the absolute value of the difference of
the BT-R score greater than 5. For the remaining 42.4% test sentences for which the BT-R score
of the MT outputs of the baseline NMT model is smaller than that of the MT outputs by the
proposed NMT model, only 14.7% have the absolute value of the difference of the BT-R score
greater than 5.

7.2 Manual Evaluation on the Numbers of Words in the Input Japanese Sentences
Untranslated into English

For the 100 test sentences selected at random, we counted the numbers of words in the input
Japanese sentences untranslated into English in the task of Japanese to English NMT. As shown
in Table 4, the number of words untranslated by the baseline NMT reduced to around 70%
. Table 4 also shows the distribution of the numbers of untranslated words. The proposed
NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model contributes to reducing untranslated
content within the MT outputs, mainly because part of untranslated source words are out-of-
vocabulary, and thus are untranslated by the baseline NMT. The proposed system extracts those
out-of-vocabulary words as a part of phrases and replaces those phrases with tokens before
the decoding of NMT. Those phrases are then translated by SMT and inserted in the output
translation, which ensures that those out-of-vocabulary words are translated.
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Table 5: An Example of Reducing Untranslated Content by the Proposed NMT Model with
Phrase Translation by the SMT Model (Untranslated parts are underlined)

(a) Translation by the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model

Input Japanese Sentence プロジェクターユニット 12は、光源 16と、空間
変調素子としての液晶表示素子 18 a、 18 b、 18
cと、投写レンズ 20とを含む。

Reference English Translation the projection unit 12 includes a light source 16 , liquid
crystal display elements 18a , 18b , and 18c as space mod-
ulation elements , and a projection lens 20 .

MT Output with Phrase Tokens the T t
1 12 includes a light source 16 , T t

3 18a , 18b and
18c as a T t

2 and a T t
4 20 .

MT Output the projection unit 12 includes a light source 16 , liquid
crystal display element 18a , 18b and 18c as a spatial
modulating element and a projection lens 20 .

BT-R score 13.2

(b) Translation by the baseline NMT model

Input Japanese Sentence プロジェクター ユニット 12 は 、 光源 16 と 、
空間変調素子としての液晶表示素子 18 a、 18 b、
18 cと、投写レンズ 20とを含む。

Reference English Translation the projection unit 12 includes a light source 16 ,
liquid crystal display elements 18a , 18b , and 18c
as space modulation elements , and a projection lens 20
.

MT Output the projector unit 12 includes a light source 16 , liquid
crystal display elements 18a , 18b and 18c , and a projec-
tion lens 20 .

BT-R score 47.5
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Table 5 compares examples of the MT output by the proposed NMT model with phrase
translation by the SMT model with that by the baseline NMT model. It is clearly shown that
the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model successfully reduced un-
translated contents compared with the baseline NMT model.

8 Conclusion

Long et al. (2016) proposed amethod that enables NMT to translate patent sentences comprising
a large vocabulary of technical terms. The proposed NMT system is trained on bilingual data
wherein technical terms are replaced with technical term tokens; this allows it to translate most
of the source sentences except technical terms. The selected phrases are then replaced with
tokens during training and post-translated by the phrase translation table of SMT. Based on
the discussion as well as experimental evaluation results reported in Long et al. (2016), this
paper further studied the effect of the proposed NMTmodel with phrase translation by the SMT
model with respect to reducing untranslated content. We showed the evaluation results of both
predicting untranslated contents and of manually counting the numbers of words in the input
Japanese sentences untranslated into English in the task of Japanese to English NMT, where
the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model outperformed the baseline
NMT model. Our future tasks include integrating the reranking framework of Goto and Tanaka
(2017) which is based on translation scores designed to minimize untranslated content into the
proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model. One of another important
future tasks is to compare the proposed NMT model with phrase translation by the SMT model
with that based on subword units (e.g. Sennrich et al. (2016)).
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Abstract 

The quality of RBMT mainly depends on the dictionary. However the improvement cost of 

the dictionary increases according to the level of development.  In order to extend the dic-

tionary, translations of various kinds of part of speech, and translations with additional se-

mantic meaning are needed.  We call them derivative translations.  

We propose a method for increasing new translations.  First, the derivation rules are ex-

tracted from translations of one entry, which may have the relations of derivation each other.  

Secondly semantic features, for example, possibility and negation, are added to those rules.  

Thirdly, the derivation rules are applied to current translations to generate possible derivate 

translations.  Those translations are validated using unigram data of web corpus to filter out 

incorrect ones. 

In the experiment using the bilingual dictionary of the Japanese-English machine translation 

system, 242 candidates were generated from 52 original translations of 10 verbal nouns, and 

178 ones (74%) of them were correct.  It shows the possibility of automatic extension of 

translations.  

1. Introduction 

On the translation of patents and scientific documents, many kinds of machine translation 

programs are used.   The accuracy of SMT and NMT has been much improved for practical 

use even on the language pair of different family (Noguchi 2015) (Long 2016).  However 

some disadvantages remain, for example, untranslated words and over-generated words.  On 

the other hand, in RBMT, words in translation output basically correspond to words in input 

sentence.  It is easy to control translations of each word.  However, it lacks flexible transla-

tions, and still has less fluency.  

In the quality improvement of RBMT, the translation for various situations can be gen-

erated by building precise rules.  It is possible to generate flexible translations by preparing 

rules which convert a part of speech or map a phrase into one word.  In order to realize such 

translations, the derivate translations should be added in the transfer rules (Izuha 2008).   

Generally, the derivation of English words is realized by attaching prefix or suffix.  

For example, adding a prefix “im-” generates a derivate word with meaning “negative”.  Ad-

dling a suffix “-ness” converts an adjective to a noun.  English prefixes and suffixes have 

been fully studied and arranged for general purpose (UEfAP, 1999). 
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Unlike many methods for acquiring new word from bilingual corpus (Toyota 2013)  

(Kumano 1994), our proposal does not use external documents.  It increases translations using 

the existing information in the dictionary itself. 

In this paper, we propose the method for extension of bilingual dictionary.  Derivation 

rules are extracted from the set of translations in the dictionary.  Semantic features are added 

to the derivation rules according to the affix dictionary.  Those rules are applied to the original 

translations to generate new derivate translations.  Since it is difficult to acquire rules with 

high accuracy, the derivate translations are generated more than expected. To solve the prob-

lem, we use unigram data on web corpus for filtering.  We have validated it by using the bi-

lingual dictionary of the commercial Japanese-English machine translation system. 

2. Derivation relation between the translations in a bilingual dictionary 

In this research, our target is the bilingual dictionary containing various derivate translations.  

The set of the derivative translations contains the translations with a different part of speech, 

and the translation with an additional meaning.  These translations are registered with the 

basic information required for machine translation, i.e., a part of speech, feature showing the 

gap of meaning. 

Figure 1 shows the example of the content of a Japanese-English bilingual dictionary.  

Here, [+able] is a feature showing possible meaning to be added, and [+negative] is a feature 

showing negative meaning to be added. 

As for a verbal noun “適用”(= to apply), the verb translation “apply” must be regis-

tered.  And following translations might be also registered. “application” as a noun translation, 

“applicable” as an adjective translation with possible meaning,  “applicability” as a noun 

translation also with possible meaning, “inapplicable” as an adjective translation with possi-

ble and negative meaning.  As for an adjective verb “親切”(= to be kind), not only an adjec-

tive translation but an adverb translation and a noun translation might be registered. 

 

適用 (verbal noun) 

apply (v) 

application (n) 

applicable (adj) [+able] 

applicability (n) [+able] 

inapplicable (adj) [+able][+negative] 

親切 (adjective verb) 

kind (adj) 

unkind (adj) [+negative] 

kindly (adv) [+manner] 

unkindly (adv) [+manner][+negative] 

kindness (n) [+state] 

unkindness (n) [+state][+negative] 

 

Figure 1. Examples of translation in J-E bilingual dictionary 

 

Based on those translations, we build the transfer rules for J-to-E translation.  If “適用” 

is to be translated as a noun in an English sentence, “application” is generated.  If the possible 

feature is contained in the input sentence, “applicable” is generated.  If “親切” is negated in 

input sentence, “unkind” is generated.  Figure 2 shows the examples of transfer rules for “適
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用”.  They consist of “if-then” rules.  The basic structure of a rule is “if some feature 

is/includes a value, then a translation word is assigned.” 

 

if ( modal∋“able” ) then 

  if ( modal∋“negative” ) then 

if ( form=noun ) then TW←“inapplicability(n)” ; 

       // TW=Translation Word 

else TW←“inapplicable(adj)” ; 

  else  
if ( form=noun ) then TW←“applicability(n)” ; 

else TW←“applicable(adj)” ; 

else 
if ( form=noun ) then TW←“application(n)” ; 

else TW←“apply(v)” ; 

 

 Figure 2. Examples of transfer rules for “適用” 

 

Using these transfer rules in RBMT system, a Japanese verb phrase “適用する/こと/

が/できる” can be translated as “applicable” replacing “can apply”.  Moreover, “適用/でき

る/か/どう/か” can be translated using “applicability” instead of “if … can be applied”.(Kaji, 

1988)  

3. General idea of proposal 

In this chapter, we propose the new method for extension of derivate translations of bilingual 

dictionary. 

3.1. Outline 

Our proposal includes three steps as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Three steps of proposed method  
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(1) Extraction of derivation rules 

We suppose that a pair of English translations of one Japanese entry has a derivation relation 

each other.  So we extract the derivation rules from the difference of suffix of those transla-

tions.  For example, a rule like [-ly (v) -> -lication (n)] is extracted from a pair of “apply(v)” 

and “application(n)”.  Another rule like [-ly (v) -> -licable (adj)] is extracted from a pair of 

“apply(v)” and “applicable(adj)”.  All of those English words are included as translations of 

“適用”. 

 

(2) Addition of semantic features to derivation rules 

Those derivation rules must have a conversion of a part of speech, or adding semantic features. 

We use an affix information table called “Morphoquantics” on the internet.  If the derivation 

rule matches with one data in the affix information table, the semantic feature for the affix is 

added to the derivation rule.  For example, the rule  [-ly (v) -> -licable (adj)] is improved to 

the rule [-ly (v) -> -licable (adj) [+able]], using the information of affix “able”  in an affix 

information table. 

 

(3) Increasing new translations using derivation rules 

We apply the derivation rules to original English translations, and generate new derivate 

translations.   And those translations are validated using web corpus.  For example, applying 

the rule  [-ly (v) -> -lication (n)] to “multiply(v)”, one of the original translations of “繁殖
(verbal noun)” generate a new word “multiplication(n)”, and is additionally registered be-

cause “multiplication” is validated by web corpus..  Application of the rule [-ly (v) -> -

lication (n)] to “rely(v)”, one of the original translation of a verbal noun “依存(= to rely on, 

depend on)” generates “relication(v)”, but is filtered out as a non-real word by web corpus.  

3.2. Extraction of a derivation rules 

The basic idea is that the translations of the one entry have the derivation relation each other. 

For example, the translation of a verbal noun “回転” (= to rotate) contains “rotate(v)”, “rota-

tion(n)”, etc. 

The translation of an adjective verb “親切” contains “kind(adj)”, “kindly(adv)”, “kind-

ness(n)”, etc.  We suppose that “rotate(v)” and “rotation(n)” have a derivation relation and 

“kind(adj)”, “kindly(adv)”, and “kindness(n)” also have a derivation relation each other.  A 

derivation rule is extracted from the derivation relation assumed here. 

 

3.2.1 Character alignment between a pair of translations 

We align characters of two English words by using DP algorithm to calculate the minimum 

edit distance, and extract the different string on their tail (Gusfield 1997). 

Table 1 shows the example for calculating the minimum edit distance between “rotate” 

and “rotation”  

The sequence of white cells shows an alignment path giving the minimum edit distance.  

The part on the bold squares shows the different string. The minimum edit distance is 3 in the 

right bottom corner.  The common string and the different string are shown below: 

rotate    = rotat(common) + e(different) 

rotation = rotat(common) + ion(different) 
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Table 1. Examples of calculating edit distance 

  r o t a t i o n 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

r 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

o 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

t 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

a 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 

t 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

e 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 

 

Although the English words on a derivation relation have a meaningful common string 

(stem), the length of edit distance is assumed to be smaller than the half of the longer word 

length.  The condition is simply based on the idea that the stem may be longer than the suffix.  

In the case of another set “rotate” and “revolve” of translations of “回転”, the edit distance is 

5, and the length of  “revolve” is 7, so they are not assumed to have derivation relation.  

This step acquires not only derivation relation but also inflection relation.  Inflection is 

the attaching a suffix to change its grammatical information (Blevins 2006).  It does not 

change the lexical category of the word, for example, rotate-> rotates, rotate-> rotated, ro-

tate->rotating.  Although the derivation and the inflection are different, the rules for inflection 

may be extracted.  However the rate of inflection rule is very small, because such inflected 

forms are not directly coded in the dictionary.  In the RBMT, the inflection process is done by 

rules in the morphological generation stage (Amano 1989).  

 

3.2.2 Conversion to derivation rules  

The character alignment on the pair of English translation is used.  A derivation rule consists 

of the gap of linguistic category and different strings.  The format is like: 

<tail_1> (<category_1>) -> <tail_2> (<category_2>) 

We call this as a “derivation rule.”  The meaning is: an English word of <category_1> 

whose tail matches with <tail_1> is converted to a new word of <category_2> by replacing 

<tail_1> with <tail_2>. 

In the initial experiment, the rules like following are extracted. 

-e (v) -> -ion (n) 

- (adj) -> -ly (adv) 

- (adj) -> -ness (n) 

Applying the first derivation rule to “rotate (v)” and “revise(v)” generated correct 

words “rotation (n)” and “revision (n)”. However, “analyze (v)” and “arrange (v)” generated 

an incorrect words “analyzion (n)” and “arrangion (n)”.  After checking the original diction-

ary data, we found that the variation rule is only for the common string ending with some 

consonant character ‘c’, ‘s’ and ‘t’.  Though one consonant consists of one or more characters, 

we used simply one character only to filter the rule application.   

-c + -e (v) -> '-cion' (n) 

-s + -e (v) -> '-sion' (n) 

-t + -e (v) -> '-tion' (n) 

So we decided to add the last one character of common string to <tail_n> as an addi-

tional condition.   

-ce (v) -> -cion (n) 

-se (v) -> -sion (n) 
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-te (v) -> -tion (n) 

-d (adj) -> -dly (adv) 

-d (adj) -> -dness (n) 

Because the original translations have no order/priority, the derivation rules are bi-

directional.  So a rule [-te (v) -> -tion (n)] is always coupled with [-tion (n) -> -te (v)] 

 

3.2.3 Syllable number in stem 

The common string has another condition.  For example, the rule ['-iness' (n) -> '-ily' (adv)] is 

good for a stem of two or more syllables, but not good for one-syllable stem. 

We added the syllable number to the condition of the derivation rules, and those rules 

with frequency 1 are removed.  The syllable number is counted in a simple way.  One syllable 

includes a sequence of the vowel characters ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, ‘u’, ‘y’.  For example, “appl” in 

“apply” has one syllable, and “rota” in “rotate” has two syllables,  

 

3.2.4 Elimination of redundant derivation rules 

The pair of “kindly” and “kindness” generates the derivation rule:  

-dly (adv) -> -dness (n) [1] 

However, this rule can be covered by the rule 

-d (adj) -> -dly (adv) [2] 

generated from a pair of “kind” and  “kindly”, and another rule 

-d (adj) -> -dness (n) [3] 

from “kind” and “kindness” 

For the semantic feature handling, we assume each derivation rule should have one 

semantic function.  So the rule [1] is eliminated. 

 

3.2.5 Filtering wrong derivation rules 

The existing bilingual dictionary cannot be fully perfect, so this kind of automatic procedure 

may extract wrong rules.  We decided a threshold for extracted frequency.  The extracted 

rules whose frequency is lower than the threshold are not used.  After experiments we set the 

threshold 2. 

This method described above is effective also for prefix; we now use the suffix-based 

derivation rules. 

3.3. Addition of semantic features to derivation rules 

The assignment of a suffix essentially has a common linguistic function.  Certain semantic 

information corresponding to an affix is added on the affix attachment. 

MorphoQuantics is a collection of the linguistic data which shows the affix for an Eng-

lish derivative in a standard form, and its semantic feature with examples of derivation (Laws, 

2014). 

We have built the suffix dictionary used for a derivation rule.  This data is used for as-

signment of semantic feature to a derivation rule. Table 2 shows the example of the suffix 

dictionary data.  Each suffix in standard form is followed by: (1) part of speech before deriva-

tion, (2) part of speech after derivation, and (3) semantic feature added by attachment of an 

affix. 
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Table 2. Examples of suffix dictionary data 

Suffix 

(standard form) 

Part of Speech 

before Derivation 

Part of Speech 

after Derivation 

Semantic 

feature 

-able v, n adj +able 

-ible v, n adj +able 

-ion v n +action 

-ly adj adv +manner 

-ness adj n +state 

 

The suffix part of the derivation rule extracted in 3.2 is compared with the standard 

form of a suffix in the data.  The corresponding data is accepted as a feature assignment deri-

vation rule using with this information.   

Each suffix in this dictionary is coded in a standard form.  Some of them do not match 

with the suffix part of the derivation rule acquired from actual translations.  Although “icable” 

obtained from “apply” and “applicable” does not exist as a standard form of a suffix diction-

ary, the edit distance between “icable” and its normal form “able” is 2.  Since the edit dis-

tance for other standard forms in the dictionary is larger than this, “icable” is regarded as one 

of the variations of “able”. 

Based on the data of the suffix dictionary matching, semantic feature is copied to a 

derivation rule, to build a derivation rule with semantic features. 

Figure 4 shows the flow of the extraction of derivation rules and the semantic feature 

assignment processing.  Currently this addition process is not automatically performed now. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Flow of extraction of derivation rules and assignment semantic features 
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3.4. Increasing the derivative using a derivation rules 

The derivation rules with semantic features acquired by 3.3 are applied to each English trans-

lation word of a Japanese-English bilingual dictionary, and derivative candidates are generat-

ed.  An applicable condition is the suffix and the part of speech before derivation.  For exam-

ple, applying the rule [-te (v) -> -tion (n)] to “cooperate(v)” generates a real derivate “coop-

eration(n)”. 

If the English word generated by this procedure is validated as a correct one, it should 

be added to a Japanese-English bilingual dictionary.  Although a large-scale English diction-

ary is one possible resource for validation, it is not always enough.  Many of new correct 

words may not be included in the dictionary.  On the other hand, web search can check the 

real word data on the internet.  So such rare words can be contained.  For a practical purpose, 

we use a large-scale web corpus instead of an actual web search.  LDC Web corpus contains 

the frequency-ordered 1-5-gram data from the web corpus (a total of about 1 trillion words).  

It contains about 13 million English words as unigram data (LDC, 2006).  If the generated 

derivative candidate matches with one of this unigram data, the word can be considered to be 

a real word.  However, the unigram data contains incorrect words, because many of web pag-

es are coded by hand.  We assume those incorrect words have less frequency than correct 

words.  The unigram whose frequency is more than a threshold is assumed correct.  After ex-

amining the unigram data before experiments, we set the initial threshold to 1,000.  

Figure 5 shows those processes. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Flow of derivative words extension 
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A suffix may be attached to one of the derivative of an English word transitively like 

as: power -> powerful [+having] -> powerfully [+manner].  In order to follow this procedure, 

the increasing of a derivative is done in two steps. Derivative generation is once performed to 

the English translations of the original Japanese-English bilingual dictionary, and the correct-

ly validated words are added as derivate translations.  Such derivative generation is performed 

again to this new set of translations, so the correct words are further added in the increasing 

processing. 

4. Experiment 

Using the proposal method, we tried the extension of the translations of a Japanese-English 

bilingual dictionary, and evaluated the increasing rate and accuracy of the method. 

4.1. Data for experiment 

As leaning data, we used a part of the Japanese-English bilingual dictionaries currently used 

for the commercial Japanese-English machine translation system.  We used the bilingual data 

to 9,229 Japanese entries (5,346 verbal nouns, 738 adjectives, and 3,145 adjective verbs) as a 

bilingual dictionary before the extension.  Many derivations in English are included compared 

with entries of other parts of speech. 

Those entries have totally 71,453 translations, including same words of different en-

tries.  The total count of translation pairs for checking derivation relation is 291,194.  We ex-

tracted the derivation rule candidates from 30,496 combinations of them. 

In the experiments, the data for evaluation is included in the learning data. 

4.2. Results and Evaluation 

4.2.1 Extraction of derivation rules 

The rules extracted using syllable count is shown in Figure 7 in order of frequency in left-

most column.  The right-most numbers show the syllable count of stem for each rule.  We set 

the threshold of the derivation rule frequency extracted from a Japanese-English bilingual 

dictionary to 2, so the extracted data of the frequency 1 were not used as a rule. 

 
    537: -te (v) -> -tion (n) 3 
    537: -tion (n) -> -te (v)  3 
    408: -l (adj) -> -lly (adv)  3 
    393: -e (adj) -> -ely (adv) 4 
    336: -s (adj) -> -sly (adv) 3 
    323: -t (v) -> -tion (n)  2 
    296: -t (adj) -> -tly (adv)  3 
    295: -iness (n) -> -ily (adv)  2 
    295: -ily (adv) -> -iness (n)  2 
    287: -l (adj) -> -lly (adv)  2 
    267: -e (adj) -> -ely (adv)  3 
    238: -nce (n) -> -nt (adj)  3 
    238: -nt (adj) -> -nce (n)  3 
    237: -l (adj) -> -lly (adv)  4 
    232: -s (adj) -> -sness (n)  3 
    231: -t (adj) -> -tly (adv)  2 
 
Figure 7. Examples of derivation rules with syllable count 
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Totally 7,696 kinds of derivation rules were acquired by the first extraction processing. 

The number of the ones with the frequency of two or more is 3,511.  This data includes a rule 

like [-evivable (adj) -> -estorable (adj)] obtained from “unrevivable” and “unrestorable”, the 

translations of a verbal noun “回復” (= to restore, recover).  This rule has been removed by 

matching with an affix dictionary reference.   

 

4.2.2 Increasing derivate translations 

Table 3 shows the result of applying the derivative extension process to the translations of a 

verbal noun “哀願” (= to entreat).  The extension results of the first step and the second step 

after choosing the correct words are shown. 

 

Table 3. Examples of increased translations by derivation rules 

 Result without using syllable count Result with using syllable count 

original derivate (1st step) derivate (2nd step) derivate (1st step) derivate (2nd step) 

entreaty(n) entreaties(n) - -  
 entreate(adj) -   

appeal(n) appealing(n) appealingly(adv) appealing(n) appealling(n) 

  appealling(n)  appeale(v) 

  appeale(v)   

 appealed(adj) appeals(n) appealed(adj) appeals(n) 

  appelation(n),  appelation(n), 

  appeales(n)   

 appealable(adj) appealability(n)   

entreat(v) entreated(adj) - entreated(adj) - 

 entreating(n) - entreating(n) entreats(n) 

 entreats(n) -   

 entreatment(n) entreatments(n)   

implore(v) implored(adj) - implored(adj) - 

 imploring(n) implorings(n) imploring(n) imploringly(adv) 

  imploringly(adv)   

 implores(n) - implores(n)  

 imploration(n) implorar(adj) imploration(n)  

  implorations(n)   

 implorer(n) -   

(Italic words are incorrectly generated) 

The translations before extension are four words, “entreaty(n)”, “appeal(n)”, “en-

treat(v)”, and “implore(v).”  By the extension of the first step, three words “appealing(n)”, 

“appealed(adj)", and "appealable(adj)", were generated from “appeal(n)” in the first step.  

Other derivative candidates were generated also from three original words, “entreaty(n)”, 

“entreat(v)”, and “implore(v)”, respectively.  From “appealing (n)” which is one of the deriv-

atives from “appeal (n)” in the first step, three words “appealingly(adv)”, “appealling(n)”, 

and "appeale(v)", were generated in the second step.  Totally 26 derivative candidates were 

generated through two steps of extension processing to four translations: “entreaty(n)”, “ap-
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peal(n)”, “entreat(v)”, and “implore(v)”.  Since 5 words “implorar(adj)” , “entreate(adj)”, 

“appealling(n)”, “appeale(v)”, “appeales(n)” are not verified as an real English words, the 

correct derivate translations are 21 words. 

The results of the translation extension processing of ten verbal nouns are shown in 

Table 4.  Those test data are included in the learning data of 9,229 Japanese entries. 

 

 

Table 4. The quality of the derivate translations 

 

 Without syllables With syllables 

Total number of original translations 52 52 

Number of generated words using derivation rules 571 242 

Number of correct derivations 366 178 

Accuracy (Precision) 64% 74% 

 

Before using the syllable count, 7 times as many derivatives were added to 52 original 

translations.  As an example of many derivations generating, 45 words are generated from 

three original translations.  As an example of small derivations generating, nine words are 

generated from three original translations. 

After using the syllable count, the accuracy, precision of the correct derivation, got 

greater than before.  On the other hand, the recall, the number of correctly derived words has 

been decreased.  The decreasing of the correct derivations is due to the rule application.  The 

threshold of the derivation to apply should be reconsidered. 

 

4.2.3 Discussion on the result 

We could increase the new translations by using derivation rules.  However the quality should 

be more improved.   

On the observation of the generated derivate translation, some rules are applied incor-

rectly.  After “appealing(n)” is generated from “appeal(n)”, incorrect derivate translations 

“appeale(v)” and “appealling(n)” were generated from “appealing(n)”,  The derivation rules 

which led the errors are 

-ling (n) -> -lling (n) 

-ling (n) -> -le (v) 

The first rule is from the pair of “modeling(n)” and “modelling(n)”, and the second rule 

is from “sampling(n)” and “sample(n)”.  These rules are good for words with a short vowel 

before the tail.  It is not good for “appealing(n)” with a long vowel.  The condition for apply-

ing should be improved considering the vowels in the stem. 

Many of other incorrectly-generated words were verified by the web corpus.  The uni-

gram data has been built by word collection of real web pages, so it may contain error data.  

Those error words are inevitable, so it accepts incorrect spelling.  If we use a larger threshold 

of unigram frequency, the precision will be better but the recall will be decreased.  We recon-

sider the threshold of their frequency and other method for validation of generated words. 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed the method for extension of translations in bilingual dictionary using deri-

vation rules.  The rules were automatically extracted from the original bilingual dictionary.  

Experimental result using ten Japanese verbal nouns, 3 to 7 times of correct derivate transla-

tions were generated, while incorrect candidates remain one third to a half of the correct ones.  
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Those new translations can be used for flexible translations by RBMT after automatically 

coding in the transfer rules, and will contribute to the better quality of the translation of scien-

tific documents. 

However, the recall and the precision are to be improved.  First, we are going to main-

ly refine the application conditions of the derivation rules.  Many of incorrectly generated 

derivate translation are from wrong application of the rules.  Besides the last consonant of the 

stem and the syllable count, other conditions can be checked.  Another refinement is the way 

of using web corpus, which includes incorrect words.  The frequency threshold is the target of 

the improvement. 
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Abstract 

Patent machine translation (MT) has become one important application in the field of MT in 

recent years. With the purpose of improving translation quality, this paper presents some 

necessary linguistic resources for Chinese-English patent MT, including a Chinese patent 

knowledge base, a bilingual translation dictionary and a rule base, which are manually built 

based on large scale corpus. These resources play different roles in the pipeline of MT system. 

Several experiments have proven their effectiveness in both processing specific tricky prob-

lems in source language and improving the performance of translation.  

1. Instruction 

The number of patent application has been growing more rapidly in recent years, with increas-

ing demand for patent documents in various languages around the world, it is impossible to 

meet the needs just by manual translation. Correspondingly, automatic patent machine transla-

tion has gradually become one of important applications in the field of Machine Translation 

(MT), which has aroused worldwise attention, including but not limited to governments, uni-

versities and enterprises. 

As juridical and official documents, a complet patent document is composed of several 

fixed and necessary parts, including title, abstract, claims and descriptions, etc. Generally, un-

like other domain texts (e.g. news domain), Chinese patent texts usually have much longer 

sentences with more complex syntactic structures, a long sentence ended with full stop may 

include several sub-sentences and other components, the average number of words in the sen-

tence can reach 60 or even more. And repeated expressions are quite common, that is, the same 

words or elements (such as noun phrases or verb phrases) in the sentences and contexts are not 

generally omitted, instead, they often appear more than once. The texts also contain various 

kinds of terminologies in specific fields, such as physics, chemistry and biology. On the other 

hand, from word to sentence level in each part, patent texts have more fixed expressions with 

rich linguistic and contextual information, which are more easily described in the form of rules. 

All above special features have brought more challenges and difficulties for patent MT, result-

ing in lower translation performance for years (Wang, 2009). 

Following is an example sentence in patent texts, which shows a long sentence com-

posed by a long noun phrase(NP) and four sub-sentences(SS): 

NP[如/权利要求/9/至/13/中/任一项/所述/的/模具/] ， SS1[其中/所述/主体/形成为/

中空/部件/] ，SS2 [并且/所述/模具/包括/内/、/外/模具/部件/] ，SS3 [所述/内/、/外/模具

/部件/中/的/每一个/都/限定/了/一部分/模腔/] ，SS4 [并且/设置在/主体/的/相对/侧面/上

/] 。 
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mailto:liuzhiy@bnu.edu.cn


(A mould according to any one of claims 9 to 13, wherein the body is formed as a hollow 

section and the mould includes an inner and an outer mould component, the inner and outer 

components each defining a part of the mould cavity and arranged to be disposed on opposite 

sides of the body.) 

Considering the features of patent texts, we suppose that rule-based method maybe more 

suitable for patent MT than statistical approaches, because besides the reason that information 

in patent texts are more easily captured by rules, rule approach is better in reordering long 

distance structures and able to maintain proper syntactic and semantic structures from source 

language to target language (Li, 2015a), which are quite important to guarantee and improve 

final translation qulity. 

In this paper, we introduce some linguistic resources as essential components for the 

rule-based Chinese-English patent MT system developed by our team, including a Chinese pa-

tent knowledge base (CPKB), a bilingual translation dictionary and a translation rule base. The 

three manually-annotated resouces play key roles in the whole processes of patent MT. To the 

best of our knowledge, sizes of the resources may be the largest for patent MT in China until 

now. After presenting the resources, we also conduct some experiments to evaluate the perfor-

mance, and the results have proved the efficiency. 

The rest of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 to 4 introduces the three re-

sources respectively. Section 5 briefly shows the pipeline of our MT system. Section 6 conducts 

some experiments and related analysis. Finally, section 7 concludes the work. 

2. Chinese Patent Knowledge Base 

Currently, CPKB mainly includes two parts: the general base with 53,000 tokens and 

the specific domain base with totally about 300,000 tokens, covering the top 8 International 

Patent Classification (IPC) 1established by World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). 

 

Code Name Code Name 

A human necessities E fixed constructions 

B 
Performing operations;  

transporting 
F 

Mechanical engineering; lighting;  

heating; weapons; blasting 

C chemistry; metallurgy G physics 

D textiles; paper H electricity 

Table 1. International Patent Classification (IPC) 

The differences between the two parts are that, the general base includes most common 

words in patent texts, and plays a primary role in the MT, on the other hand, the latter one 

mainly focus on special terminologies in each particular category that may not appear in the 

general base, playing a supplementary role. Although the general base can be used alone in MT, 

with the support of the latter base, the MT system will be able to produce better transalation of 

terminologies and out of vocabulary (OOV) words. All the tokens in the bases are extracted 

from large-scale bilingual patent corpus provided by State Intellectual Property Office of 

China(SIPO), with the size of approximately 75 million words (Liu, 2015). 

Note that, tokens in CPKB are not only limited to words. Many other elements, like 

fixed phrases and expressions and parenthesises (e.g., “也就是说”, that is), are also included. 

Such approah brings more convenience for subsequent processing and be more effective. We 

                                                      
1 http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/  

http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/


define annotation schemes and labels, and all the tokens are annotated with various lexical, 

syntantic and semantic information, which will be described in detail as follow. 

Tabel 2 shows some examples in CPKB, we take a verb, a noun, an adverb and a prep-

osition word for instance to discuss. 

The basic form of CPKB is tokens and their corresponding attributes and values, each 

token and annotations in a line. Basically, each token usually has two attributes, i.e. Generalized 

Concept Categories(GCC) and Concept Category(CC), while some tokens such as verbs may 

have some other attributes. As verbs are more important than other words in the sentences, they 

naturally have more labels, some of them even have 7 or 8 labels. For words with multiple part 

of speech(POS) information, as the word “惩罚” shown in the example, can be either a verb 

(punish) or a noun (punishment), so it need to be annotated with all the possible values respec-

tively.  

At first glance, GCC and CC are similar to POS, but they are not always the same. GCC 

and CC classify words mainly from the perspective of semantics, and they are more detailed 

than POS information. GCC are recognized as superordinate classification of CC, that means, 

words annotated with same GCC may have different CC information. GCC further includes 

concrete concepts and abstract concepts. In our annotation, we adapt some symbols in tradi-

tional POS as symbols used in GCC and CC. Table 3 shows the relation between GCC, CC and 

POS. 

 

Token Attributes&Values 

惩罚(punish) GCC[V], CC[v], LV[V], GBK_NUM [3] 

惩罚(punishment) GCC[G], CC[g]  

部分地(partially) GCC[U], CC[uv]  

被(BEI, by) GCC[L], CC[l01], LV[L0]  

Table 2. Some examples in CPKB 

GCC CC Meaning of CC POS Examples 

concrete  

concepts 

people(P) p People noun 司机(driver) 

object(W) 
pw 

man-made objects 

noun 

汽车
(automobile) 

ww inanimate objects 石头(stone) 

abstract  

concepts 

dynamic con-

cepts(V) 
v Verb verb 提供(provide) 

static con-

cepts(G) 
g 

Noun 
noun 法律(law) 

attribute con-

cepts(U) 

u Adjective adjective 
重要(im-

portant) 

uv Adverb adverb 
缓慢地
(slowly) 

logical con-

cepts(L) 

L0 

prepositions that intro-

duce thematic roles 

(agent, patient, etc.) preposition 

把(BA), 为
(WEI, for) 

L1 
prepositions that intro-

duce time, manners, etc. 
根据

(according to) 

Table 3. Relations between GCC, CC and POS 



We would like to introduce some attributes specially designed for verbs. One of which 

is the number of arguments attached to core verbs, marked as “GBK_NUM []”. The label 

indicates the relation between predicate verb and other components in a sentence, it is somewhat 

similar to the concept “valence of verb”. For intransitive verbs with no objects, usually there 

are only two components (subject and core verb), so they are annotated with ‘GBK_NUM [2]’, 

while most common transitive verbs are usually labelled with ‘GBK_NUM [3]’, some other 

verbs can even be annotated with ‘GBK_NUM [4]’. In the record, if possible, a verb can be 

annotated with both labels of GBK_NUM [3] and GBK_NUM [4]. 

For example, in the sentence “电脑/把/数据/存储/在/硬盘 中。 (Computers save data 

into the hard disk.)” The four bold and italic words are essencial in the sentence, so the transi-

tive verb “存储” will have both two values of GBK_NUM []. 

Another important attribute is the voice of verbs. As the knowledge base serves for MT, 

it’s necessary to consider the transformation of verbs from source to target language. And voice 

is one of the transformation. If some Chinese verbs, for example, like “装备有” (be equipped 

with), are usually transformed into passive voice in English expressions, thus they will be an-

notated with the label “PASSIVE[Y]”. In this way, the system will determine proper voice of 

verbs based on CPKB. 

3. Bilingual Translation Dictionary 

Corresponding to the CPKB, we also manually build a bilingual translation dictionary, with the 

purpose of helping the system find out proper lexical translation. The basic form of the diction-

ary is similar to that of CPKB. Each Chinese token in the CPKB is followed by a corresponding 

English translation and kinds of attributes essential for transformation. These attributes describe 

possible transformation of lexical selection under different contexts. For example, for nouns, 

the attributes may indicate whether the nouns should be in singular or plural forms, for verbs, 

they involve the voices, tenses and inflected forms. With these attributes, they can help the 

system to decide proper forms while translating Chinese words into English, and can maintain 

proper syntactic structures. 

4. Rule Base 

Rule base is another essential component in the MT system. With the rules, the MT system can 

parse source language and tranform it into target language with proper syntactic structures. 

Currently the base consists of two parts and totally has about 1200 rules: analysis base 

with almost 900 rules, and transformation base with about 300 rules (Zhu, 2012, 2013). All the 

rules are manually written in the form of Backus-Naur Form(BNF). The formal rules try to take 

advantages of various linguistic and contextual information as much as possible. 

4.1. Analysis Base 

This bank is mainly used for parsing source Chinese sentences, identifying components in the 

sentences and finally generating a parsing tree. This bank involves rules of four following steps: 

preprocessing, separating the whole sentence into subsentences with punctuations, subsen-

tences parsing, and chunk parsing. 

Preprocessing. In this step, rules will preprocess punctuations appeared in pair (such as 

brackets and quotation marks) and disambiguating words with more than one POS. After that, 

the system will continue to parse the sentences. 

The rules parse the sentences in the top-down way with following three levels: 



Separating the whole sentence into subsentences is the first step. The main purpose is 

to divide the complex long sentence into subsentences by punctuations. Commas are mainly 

used to separate the sentences, but not all commas can. Because commas in Chinese usually 

have two basic functions: separating subsentences and separating non-subsentences (Li and Zhu, 

2016). Some of them may appear after words or phrases. In our research, we define that, com-

mas following NP and ADVPs cannot separate the sentence, and they will be marked as DBT. 

Commas following subsentences are marked as SST. 

Subsentences parsing. In this most important step, the system will parse subsentences 

to get syntactic components. Series of parsing rules can indentify predicate verb, ADVP, special 

NP with long modifiers, and prepositional phrases (PPs) (Li, 2015b) introduced by unique prep-

ositions in Chinese (such as ‘把BA’ ‘被BEI’ ‘将JIANG’, etc.). 

Chunk parsing is the final step. The system will continue to analyse the non-terminal 

chunks into leaf nodes. Since some chunks may contain complex and nested structures, the 

system needs to exploit the rules in a circular manner and perform the syntactic analysis hier-

archically until each node is parsed.  

After finishing parsing, the system will generate a syntax tree for each source sentence, 

non-terminal and leaf nodes on the tree have various syntactic symbols which are generated 

based on the annotation of each token in CPKB and contextual information. 

Here is an example sentence in patent texts and its syntax tree. The sentence includes 

two subsentences. 

在/上述/结构/中/，/单电池/由/突起部/支撑/，/因此/可以/提高/耐振动性/。(In 

above structure, the single cell is supported by the protrusions, therefore the vibration resistance 

can be improved.) 

 
Figure 1. Syntax Tree of the Example Sentence 

Fig.2 shows the parsing tree of the example in our MT system. There exist some orange 

circles under each subsentences, and each of them represents the immediate constituents of the 

subsentence, symbols in the angle brackets “< >” indicate syntactic information of constituents 

and punctuations, in each line, the first symbol of the node is the syntactic label of the tree, and 

remaining labels are from the CPKB. When clicking the “+” button in front of some circles, the 

chunks will show more detailed information of each leaf nodes under them. 

 



 
Figure 2. Screenshot of Parsing Tree in the MT system 

4.2. Transformation Base 

The purpose of rules in this base is reordering and transferring Chinese elements to guarantee 

fluent and grammatical expressions in English. 

Corresponding to the analysis phases above, the transformation process also includes 

three levels in a top-down order: (1) transformation of relationships between subsentences, (2) 

structural reordering of chunks in subsentences and (3) reordering inside the chunks. Basic op-

erations in the reordering include add or delete nodes, chunks position adjustment etc.  

Transformation between subsentences mainly refers to transfering source sentences 

into expressions commonly used in target language according to semantic relationships between 

subsentences.  

Rule1: {SS1&CHN[在于, 包括]&END%}+ CHN[，]+ SS2=>SS1+ that + SS2 

E.g.1: 本发明/的/一个/优势/在于/，它/可以/有效地/提高/生产力/。 (One of the ad-

vantages of this invention lie in that it can improve the productivity efficiently.) 

The rule means that, if the Chinese characters (CHN) such as “在于 (lie in), 包括 (in-

clude)” appear in the end of the first SS1, followed by a comma and another SS2, then the 

comma will be replaced by word ‘that’ when translated into English. 

Generally, Chunk-level reordering and transformation inside the chunks play more im-

portant roles in generating grammatical target language. Which mainly includes following 

types: 

Changing form, tense and voice etc. of core verbs. As for form, for example, if some 

modal verbs appear before the core verbs, the verbs should be transformed in the form of pro-

totype. As for tense, simple present is considered as default tense in most cases, but if some 

words such as “已, 已经 (have already)” appear before the core verbs, then they need to be 

changed into perfect tense. As for voice, the default voice is active voice, but verbs should be 

changed into passive voice if they are followed by words representing passive voice such as the 

typical preposition “被 (BEI)”, or if they are annotated with the label “PASSIVE[Y]” men-

tioned in section 2. On the other hand, for some sentences without subjects, the predicates may 

also be changed into passive voice, and the objects will serve as subject in English (VP+NP  

NP+VP (passive voice)).  



Transforming ADVPs introduced by prepositions. Such transformation includes two 

aspects: (1) reordering positions of adverbials. For those located between subject and predicate 

verb in Chinese, they need to be reordered to the end of the sentence in English. If some parallel 

adverbials appear together in the same sentence, it is better to reorder them in reverse order. (2) 

Transformation of long-distance fixed structures. In some ADVPs, “当……时 (when……)” 

for example, the left and right boundary words are usually collacations and appear together, 

which can be directly replaced with corresponding words in English. As the number of such 

fixed collacations are usually limited, we have designed rules to enumerate them as much as 

possible (Li, 2014). 

Rule2: NP+ADVP+VP=>NP+VP+ADVP 

Rule3: (0)CHN[当]+(f){(1)CHN(时)}=>DELETE (0)+DELETE(1)+ADD[when] 

E.g.2: 当/所述/模具/设置在/所述/主体/上/时/，在/模具/中/形成有/通道/，/以/使/

所述/主体/能够/从/模具/中/伸出/。 (When the mould is disposed on the body, a passage is 

formed in the mould to enable the body to extend from the mould.) 

Reordering special Chinese prepositional phrases (PPs). Some prepositions such as 

“把 (BA)” “将 (JIANG)” and “对(DUI)” are unique in Chinese and have no corresponding 

lexical translation in English. These prepositions have close relations with verbs expecially the 

predicate verbs, PPs which are composed of such prepositions and NPs always appear in front 

of VP, when translating into English, these prepositions should be deleted, and NPs behind 

them must be reordered to proper positions, usually after the VP. 

Rule4: NP1 + prep. + NP2 + VP =>NP1 +VP + NP2 

E.g.3: 这些/计数器/对/这些/数据/输入/输出/装置/的/数量/进行/计数/。 (These 

counters count the number of these data input/output devices.) 

 

Before reordering 

NP1  这些计数器(These counters) 

PP     prep.   对(DUI) 

         NP2   这些数据输入/输出装置的数量 

(the number of these data in-

put/output devices) 

VP    进行计数 (count) 

After reordering 

NP1  这些计数器(These counters) 

VP    进行计数 (count) 

NP2  这些数据输入/输出装置的数量
(the number of these data in-

put/output devices) 

Table 4.  Syntax trees before/after reordering 

Structural reordering inside chunks, especially in NPs.  ‘modifiers + 的(DE) + head 

NP’ is the most common structure of NPs in Chinese. In which the modifiers can include NP, 

VP, quantifier phrase (QP), determiner phrase (DP), adjective phrase (ADJP) or even relative 

clauses. The placement of QP, DP, and ADJP modifiers is somewhat similar to English that 

these phrases typically occur before the nouns they modify, and they need not reordering.   

For NP1+DE+NP2 structures in Chinese, they can be reordered as NP2 + of + NP1 in 

English. While NPs that are modified by long-distance relative clauses (CP) are quite different 

with those in English. For such NPs, we apply the rules to reposition CP after its sibling head 

NP. That is, CP+DE + NP=>NP+that+CP. 

E.g.4: 将/在/性能/测试/中/产生/的/电能/传输给/车辆/的/装置/。(The device that 

transmits the electrical energy produced in the performance test to the vehicle.) 

 



 
Figure 3. Syntax tree before reordering 

 
Figure 4. Syntax tree after reordering 

         Above are basic description of the rule base. Although for a long time, designing rules in 

rule-based approach have been criticized as time-consuming and cannot cover all the possible 

situations and contexts in natural language, we try to design and write the rules in a concise and 

easy-understanding way as much as possible, and make them focus on and catch more useful 

information in local contexts, we will conduct some experiments in section 6 to prove the effi-

ciency of the rules. 



5. Pipeline of Patent MT System 
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Figure 5. Architecture of the rule-based patent MT system 

Figure5 shows the pipeline of the rule-based patent MT system developed by our team. There 

are four main modules in the pipeline, and the three resources are integrated together into the 

system. Word segmentation is first conducted based on CPKB, after that, the system will em-

ploy both CPKB and rule base to analyze and transform the source sentences, and generate 

proper grammatical structures for target language. During the two steps, rule base will read the 

annotation information in CPKB, and help the system to parse and transform source sen-

tencess. Lastly, with bilingual translation dictionary, the system will choose coresponding lex-

ical selection according to the generated syntactic framework and produce final translation out-

puts. The system has been providing online patent translation service2 for SIPO since 2015. 

6. Experiments and Analysis 

In this section, we conduct some experiments to testify the effects of the resources. The exper-

iments basically include two parts: First part are identification and transformation tests of sev-

eral specific linguistic phenomena in Chinese, i.e. PPs and ADVPs, especially these phrases 

with long distance structures. Second part is automatic translation evaluation of the MT system. 

6.1. Experimental Setting 

The resourses in this paper are built mainly based on the patent corpus provided by SIPO. In 

each experiment, in order to testify the resources in a better way, we decide to use test sets from 

two different sources: one is from SIPO, and another is the development set (2,000 Chinese-

English sentence pairs) provided by the subtask of patent MT at NTCIR9 conference3. Precision 

(P), recall (R) rates and F1 scores are calculated by manual evaluation in the first tests. BLEU-

4(B) (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST-5(N) (Doddington, 2002), WER(W) (Nießen et al., 2000), 

PER(P) (Tillmann et al., 1997), TER(T) (Snover et al., 2006), GTM(G) (Melamed et al., 2003), 

METEOR(M) (Banerjee and Lavie., 2005) and ROUGH(R) (Lin and Och, 2004) are employed 

as metrics in MT experiments, which are calculated with the online Asiya toolkit4. 

 

                                                      
2 http://c2e.cnpat.com.cn/sesame.aspx  
3 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-9/  
4 http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/asiya/  

http://c2e.cnpat.com.cn/sesame.aspx
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-9/
http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/asiya/


6.2. Identification Experiments 

In the experiments, we manually choose 1000 sentences respectively from the two sources. As 

phrases always have left and right boundaries, for the identification (parsing), we will consider 

the result as correct if and only if both boundaries and the whole chunks are strictly parsed 

correctly. Otherwise, it will be incorrect. The same criterion also applies to the transformation 

subtask. 

 

  Parsing (%) Transformation (%) 

  P R F1 P R F1 

PPs 
SIPO 97.14  88.20 92.45 96.86 74.67 84.33 

NTCIR 92.65 90.07 91.33 91.80 73.91 81.89 

ADVPs 
SIPO 90.91 84.51 87.59 85.42 81.58 83.46 

NTCIR 89.71 84.77 87.17 82.65 78.19 80.36 

Table 5. Test results of PPs and ADVPs 

6.3. MT Evaluation Experiments 

In this experiment, in order to compare with the results of NTCIR sets, we also randomly choose 

2,000 sentences from the corpus provided by SIPO.  

 

 B N M G W P T R 

SIPO 19.44 7.57 34.47 22.58 61.33 32.62 52.73 53.44 

NTCIR 16.27 4.84 19.03 13.90 93.08 71.45 87.55 40.19 

Table 6. Automatic evaluation of MT system 

        In patent MT subtask of NTCIR9 conference, the organizers submitted results for baseline 

systems, which includes two commercial RBMT systems for Chinese-English task (Goto et al., 

2011). Following are their BLEU and NIST results. 

 BLEU NIST 

RBMT1 10.75 4.546 

RBMT2 12.80 5.174 

Table 7. Results of baselines 

         Compared with the two tables, it is clearly shown that results of our system are much 

higher than the baselines, indicating the good translation performance of our system. 

6.4. Analysis 

As shown in table6, F1 scores of identification of PPs and ADVPs all around 90% and get good 

results, indicating the feasibility and effectiveness of the resources, especially the rule base. 

These phrases with long distance structures are parsed and identified quite well. Compared with 

SIPO set, the NTCIR results are a little lower. It is easy to understand the reason. Because the 

system and resources are mainly built based on the SIPO patent corpus, thus it is natural that 

they cannot cover and apply to all the possible situations in NTCIR corpus, which belongs to 

open test, although both the two sets belong to patent domain. Another important reason is, 

after analyzing the source sentences, we found that most of them in NTCIR are more complex 

than SIPO, this can also result in lower scores. 



         On the transformation side, the results are also similar. It’s also clearly shown that the 

whole transformation performance, no matter SIPO or NTCIR sets, are all lower than parsing. 

One of the most important reason is that, as described in the pipeline in section5, transformation 

module is after parsing, errors in the parsing process will continue to exsit in successive steps, 

resulting in more errors. Thus, suppose a source sentence is parsed incorrectly, it can be trans-

formed in an improper or even wrong way to a large extent. Of couse, there is also a situation 

where some sentences are parsed well but may still have wrong tranformation. 

         Now let’s take a closer look at the translation evaluation of the MT system. Similar to the 

conclusion from first experiments, SIPO sets still outperform over NTCIR. In fact, performance 

of parsing and transformation can have direct impacts on performance of final translation out-

puts.  

          If we analyze the sentences results of two parts of experiments, we can find some reasons 

accounting for error parsing and transformation, as well as improper translation outputs.  

          First, mistakes and ambiguities in word segmentation. For example, in the sentence [将/

来自/前一/步骤/的/溶液/]加入到/实验/装置/中/(The solution from the previous step was 

added to the test device.), “将/来自/(JIANG/from)” is incorrectly segmented as “将来/自

(will/from)”, thus the monosyllabic word “将(JIANG)” cannot be identified as preposition, as 

a result, the string in the square brackets will not be identified as PP, correspondingly, transla-

tion of the whole string will not correct. 

          Second, ambiguous phrases and multi-category words also have negative impacts. It is 

much harder for the system to recognize and parse them. 

          Third, there are some running bugs in the system itself. Sometimes when the system pro-

cesses very long sentences, it will not parse them in a proper way.  

          As for BLEU and NIST scores, frankly speaking, they are not very high. We guess one 

reason is that, currently each Chinese token in the bilingual translation dictionary only have one 

corresponding lexical translation, which may not always same with the translation in the refer-

ence, thus it is usually unable to be captured by the n-gram based evaluation metrics, and the 

scores will decrease. However, although the scores are not high, it is worth noting that the rule-

based MT system indeed generate quite satisfactory syntax framework for target language, ex-

pecially some complex structures with long distances and reordering.  

          Here is an example showing the different outputs between our system and Google trans-

late. 

 

Source  
在活塞缸52与基底构件48b之间设置第二弹簧58，而另外在第二弹簧58与

基底构件58b之间设置一个或一组垫片60。 

Reference 

A second spring 58 is positioned between the piston cylinder 52 and the base 

member 48b, and a shim 60 or series of shims 60 is further positioned between 

the second spring 58 and the base member 58b. 

RBMT 

Second spring 58 is arranged between the piston jar 52 and the basement mem-

ber 48b, the other one or one group gasket 60 is arranged between second spring 

58 and the basement member 58b. 

Google 

Disposed between the base member 52 and the piston cylinder 48b of the second 

spring 58, while the other set of one or a group of the spacer 60, between the 

second spring 58 and the base member 58b. 

Table 8. Comparison of translation from rule-based and Google 

          Since both two subsentences in source sentence lack subjects, thus it is better to tranfer 

the predicate verbs into passive vocie, which will be more fluent and be consistent with English 



expression. The RBMT has transfered successfully and generate fluent translation. On the con-

trary, Google’s translation is quite bad and unacceptable. The orders of chunks are ungrammat-

ical, what’s worse, core verb “设置(dispose)” in the second subsentence is even translated into 

the noun “set”, resulting in the absence of predicate verb. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper presents some essential resources for rule-based patent machine translation, includ-

ing the Chinese patent knowledge base, bilingual translation dictionary and translation rule base 

respectively. The three resources play fundamental and key roles in different stages of thewhole 

procedures in the translation pipeline. Experiments have proved that the resources are not only 

beneficial to parse source sentences better, solve some tricky problems and specific phenomena 

in Chinese, but also able to improve translation quality, although there are still some errors in 

the results. 

        We must admit that there are some kinds of problems in the building of the resources and 

the MT system, it’s necessary to pay more attention on them and try to improve the performance 

in the future. 
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